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Arditi GmbH continues to grow -Arditi GmbH continues to grow -
we welcome a new member in our teamwe welcome a new member in our team

We are pleased to welcome Mr. Paul Schneider to Arditi GmbH in the function of a

operations manager, as well as an assistant to the CEO's.

With a master's degree in business psychology, as well with experiences as a

product manager in the financial sector, we are pleased to welcome another

qualified colleague who will strengthen our team in a wide range of areas.

Welcome to the teamteam!

On the picture from left to right: Ingo Schneider, Paul Schneider, Andreas Hellwig

Contact:Contact:

E-Mail: controlling@arditi-gmbh.de

Mobile: +49 (0) 173-254-1883

Phone: +49 (0) 4765-831138-22

Casambi PWM from Arditi GmbHCasambi PWM from Arditi GmbH
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You already know the PWM4 in a built-in housing or potted with IP65 protection.

Recently we were able to present the PWM5, which you surely got to know in one way or

another.

 

NEW: The PWM2 in a built-in housing!NEW: The PWM2 in a built-in housing!

Item no. 808834Item no. 808834

 

The PWM2PWM2 impresses with its small design

(65 x 29 x 14 mm).

Comfortable controlling of 2 channel /

tuneable-white light sources with your

smartphone or tablet and the CASAMBI

app.

Matching:

Item no. 800151Item no. 800151

5m flexible LED strip with adjustable white

tone.

Item number 800385Item number 800385

The PWM4PWM4  should already be well-known,

especially because of the easy controlling

of LED strips via Casambi.

This device is freely configurable for up to 4

channels (color mixing or individual light

sources).

Item number 808885Item number 808885

The same applies for the PWM4 with IP65PWM4 with IP65

protectionprotection.

This device is ideally suited for outdoor

usage.
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Item number 808835Item number 808835

The Arditi PWM5 PWM5 dimmer has more than

190W and integrated lighting control for

LED strips with single channel control,

control for tuneable white, RGB, RGBW

- and now in the Casambi world - RGB +

TW!

Matching:

Item number 808382Item number 808382

5 m flexible LED strip with RGBTW LEDs

for basic lighting and color effects.

Click on each item number for more information or follow the link on the button below forClick on each item number for more information or follow the link on the button below for

our Casambi smartlighting our Casambi smartlighting PWM categoryPWM category..

PWM categoryPWM category

Are you interested? Take a look into the category "New Products" to stay in the know.Are you interested? Take a look into the category "New Products" to stay in the know.

Visit our website and learn more about it.Visit our website and learn more about it.

Any Questions?Any Questions?
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